
  

Making a Maraca or Rattle 
 
Description 
These instruments have a long, celebratory, utilitarian history and exhibit there own unique physical characteristics. 
I chose rattle variations of instruments so we can focus specifically on the primary properties;  
• crafting the component(s) for sound (what sound are you interested in, how do you create the sound and what 

physical characteristics do the walls of the maraca need to have to secure your specific sound)  
• & designing a primitive aesthetic (using primitive color schemes, patterns, imagery and finishes).  
The form and the function are paramount in putting this together. All having identical weight and significance.  
 
Creating the maracas or rattles help to identify properties of sculpting, using materials that are safe, non-toxic and 
water soluble. The market has established a host of materials that are safe for children. However, always check and 
re-check. It is never worth it. Paper maché, should be made from flour and water with a proportionate amount of 
salt. The salt works as a binder and keeps the object from cracking or flaking prematurely.  The flour allows for the 
removal of the balloon easily and makes that choice of material safe in your classroom when a child wants to taste it.  
 
Don’t use cheap paint to simply embellish the surface of the maraca. To create an authentic appearance, employ 
stains, dyes, rubbings, monochromatic color schemes, simple primary colors, specific imagery [historical, 
mythological, plants, animals, battles, struggles, harvest, spirituality..] If for instance you spend an enormous 
amount of time to design and develop a working musical instrument [many steps to assembly], then the idea of just 
painting it with the color you have available is uninformed and places little value on the potential of the project. Is it 
your wish to teach them about history, culture, music, etc..? One often overlooked inevitability is that the art projects 
can take an extended period of time to discuss and execute and can critically provide the children with a tremendous 
opportunity in living with their work. Drawing the image of a mythological battle on the surface of a maraca has the 
potential of staying in the head of any child for a long period of time, probably forever. Don’t minimize the drawing, 
research, and preparation time.  
 
Island Maraca comes from the guiro (gourd) and generally exhibits a handle of some kind, usually the fluted portion of 
the gourd. Its decoration has historically been designed by scratching or carving into the surface exposing the lighter or 
darker natural color below. Creating a primary coating of color, let it dry and superimposing a second covering of color 
and before the second color completely dries, scratch away the design.  Remember when covering the balloon count your 
layers, 5 works well. Alternate the color of newspaper you use so to ensure the walls of the instrument are the same.  
 
Latin Maraca has been cylindrical in shape, carved from wood and found objects. Rattles has come from many sources 
over long periods of time. In a way it is like talking about the history of carving tools. Some of the most beautiful rattles 
have been created in simple aesthetic and utilitarian embellishments. Other rattles have taken the form of people, 
animals, objects that have some meaning to the folk (spiritual, historical, ceremonial, etc…) using them. The crafting of 
both musical instruments provide looking into the construction of an armature, which is the internal structure that 
physically supports and gives the rough shape to the paper mache covering.  
 
Rattles have taken the shape of women, animals, tools, heads, insects, natural objects or forms (like a tree branch) and 
provides the artist with the most license in designing, developing and constructing their unique vision.  
 
Mixing Paper Mache 
Paper Mache is used either to create an armature over a temporary one (balloon) or to establish a paper surface on a 
difficult material to work on (metal). 
 
ADD flour into water always. Create a consistency similar to a runny pancake batter. Add about 2 tablespoons of salt to 
a quart of flour/water mix. Always use deep buckets or containers so the mixture stays workable all day if necessary. 
Tear pieces of newspaper, the smaller the better. Keep massaging the surface to remove bubbles and unwanted textures.  


